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ModelSim is an easy-to-use but versatile VHDL/(System)Verilog/SystemC simulator from Mentor Graphics. It supports behavioral, recorded transmission level and gate level modeling. ModelSim supports all the platforms used here in the Department of Pervasive Computing (i.e. Linux, Solaris and Windows) and many
others too. On Linux and Solaris ModelSim platforms, you can find pre-installed (see Linux/Mustatikli) on the Department's computers. Windows users, however, should install it themselves. This tutorial is designed for users with no previous experience with the ModelSim simulator. It introduces you to the main thread,
how to customize the ModelSim simulator, compile your designs and modeling basics with ModelSim SE. An example used in this tutorial is a small design written in VHDL, and only the most basic commands will be covered in this tutorial. This tutorial was made using the 6.1b ModelSim SE version on Linux. An example
used in this tutorial is a simple design that describes an electronic lock that can be unlocked by inserting a 4-digit PIN (4169) from the keyboard panel. When the lock detects the correct input sequence, it will set its output high for a single hour cycle as a sign to unlock the door. The image below shows the state
construction machine. The design also includes a single variable dummy (count_v), which has no practical meaning but is used to demonstrate debugging techniques in ModelSim. A diagram of the lock state machine. When reset, the state machine is launched from an 'init' state, in which it will wait until it reads number 4
of the bus keys_in and goes into a state of code_1. Then, if the next two numbers keys_in bus 1 and 6, the state machine passes through the state code_2 to learn code_3; otherwise it returns back to the yen. From the state code_3 the state machine always returns to the state of inite. If the code is on keys_in 9, the
state machine also sets a high power for one hour cycle. In this section, we'll create a working catalog for our design and then a design library that will design it. But before ModelSim can be used your environment needs to be configured. This includes setting up several variables, files and directories and can be done by
searching for the scripts below. (Please note that the automatic completion of file names does not necessarily work in the directory /share) Windows users can skip this step and go directly to the Creation of Libraries section; There are no scripts that could be run before using ModelSim in Windows. a) Linux Setting up
the environment by writing the next shell in Linux. Note that completing the file path does not necessarily work under /share (cause a little unclear) $ source/share/tktprog/mentor/modeltech-6.3d/modeltech.sh b) Solaris First, check out this link (Mustatikli) to find out the latest version of ModelSim currently available on
Solaris; then source it with the help of the command given on the selected page. Choose Select The latest version is available if you have no reason to use a specific version. $ source /opt/mentor/modeltech-6.3a/modeltech.sh After sourcing the given script you should see a message similar to the following indicating that
the source script was read and your environment was set up correctly: ######################################################################## ModelSim SE version 6.3a######################################################################## 1.1 Creating Libraries First, to keep
everything (project files and directories etc.) nicely organized and separated from other projects and files, create a directory for your project if you don't already have one and change into that directory: $ mkdir ex1_tutorial$ cd ex1_tutorial Then, in your newly created project directory, create a design library and map it. A
design library is a library where ModelSim stores your assembled design blocks. Display is required so that ModelSim can find a design library. The default design library is called VHDL file work. The symbolic work of the name appears in the default catalog ./work. Here we compare it to the catalogue of my_lib. $vlib
my_lib - Create your own design library...$ vmap work $PWD/my_lib... and compare it as 'work'copying/share/tktprog/mentor/modeltech-6.1b/linux/.. /modelsim.ini to modelsim.iniModifying modelsim.ini As you can see, ModelSim creates a my_lib catalog into your current catalog and file _info into it. You should never edit
this file yourself. It's used by ModelSim to track all design units and their status in your design. You can view it as a table of the contents of the design library for the simulator. When displayed, ModelSim copies a file called modelsim.ini in the current catalog (in this case, ex1_tutorial), if it's not there yet, and changes its
library section. When ModelSim is called, it will read this file and use its display to find the design library. You can check the contents of modelsim.ini for current library records by opening it in a text editor or referring to a command card without any arguments: maps vmapReading modelsim.ini work for the my_lib catalog.
Reading/share/tktprog/mentor/modeltech-6.1b/linux/.. /modelsim.ini std cards in the catalog /share/tktprog/mentor/modeltech-6.1b/linux/.. /std. ieee maps in the catalog /share/tktprog/mentor/modeltech-6.1b/linux/.. /ieee.... You can have any number of design libraries wherever in your file system you want as long as they
are properly displayed in your modelsim.ini and ModelSim can find them. For example, you can put them in the /tmp/$USER/ to keep the quota; just don't keep the source codes in tmp. Similarly, you can compile source files from multiple locations into the same design library. 2. Making up You now have an environment
created and a project directory ex1_tutorial as well as a design library my_lib created. Ever since can't read the source code of VHDL (or Verilog), the next step is to compile your projects into a design library. Note that VHDL is strictly about the order in which VHDL files are compiled. That is, a file or files that other files
(such as packages) refer to must be drawn up before the files are referenced (such as the files that use those packages). All syntax errors will be noted during the compilation. After a successful compilation, actual modeling/debugging can begin. You'll see pretty soon that the design cycle will be something like editing -
compilation - imitate - edit... As shown in the picture below. A general design cycle. Once the HDL file has been written, it will be compiled and fixed by syntax errors. The code is then modeled and functional errors are debugged. First, create a separate directory for the original files in the project directory (ex1_tutorial/)
and $ mkdir vhd Second, download the following VHDL files there (right mouse button - save how or use $ Wget with the link (s) below as an argument) now it's time to compile the sources. Use the '-check_synthesis' command line option to identify structures that cannot be synthesized. Note that the option -
check_synthesis checks compliance, at least for some of the most common synthesis rules (but not necessarily for everyone). $vcom -check_synthesis vhd/lock_pkg.vhd$ vcom -check_synthesis vhd/lock.vhdOR $vcom -check_synthesis vhd/lock_pkg.vhd vhd/lock.vhd You can compile the original files one by one or all in
one team, as shown above. In any case, they should be drawn up in the correct order: file lock.vhd should be drawn up last, as it uses the package file. If you're working on a project with a lot of files, you'll soon notice that managing the compilation of all of these files will become too cumbersome (i.e., editing one package
file may require the recompilation of other files that will again require compensation for other files, etc.). In UNIX, this process can be automated with make. You'll need a file called Makefile, which describes the relationship between files and commands, how to update them. If you have such a file, you can recompulate
only the necessary design units (i.e. the ones you've changed and the ones that depend on recompiled design units) just by calling to do. Fortunately, you don't know anything about writing makefiles; ModelSim comes with a tool for this: vmake. vmake automatically creates a makefile for the design library listed on the
command line. Note that vmake uses information found from the design library to create a makefile for this library (i.e. you have to collect all once manually, as shown above before you can call vmake to create a makefile). $vmake my_lib makefile now you can keep your design library up to date just by calling to do. If you
need to add new files to the design, you can do so by compiling them in library and then regeneration makefile. Similarly, files can be deleted with a command vdel (removes files from the design library) and then regenerate your makefile again. Note! The Vmake team doesn't seem to work in Windows for an unknown
reason. 3. Modeling Now is the time to simulate your design. The ModelSim simulator is called with the vsim command. The default window will look like the picture below. There may also be a welcome box when running for the first time. $vsim and the default simulator window. Red shows the dashboard workspace and
a green transcript panel. The picture above shows the library work and my_lib open in workspace pane. Because the library my_lib was displayed on the library (work) by default, while the my_lib was created, the two libraries are actually the same library. The transcript of the panel shows messages between the
simulator (e.g. errors faced by the simulator or messages printed by the design/testbench) and the designer (teams entered in the Modelsim'gt; hint). Messages in the Transcript panel are recorded in a file called transcript. Other glasses include a wave window to view wave shapes, a data flow window, a source window,
etc. They can be found from Menubar (View) if necessary. 3.1 Download the design The first thing to do is download the design into the simulator. After calling ModelSim, there are usually two or three ways to execute a command: commands can always be recorded on a ModelSim request in the Transcript panel. Some
commands can also be found from toolbar buttons or from the menu panel dialogues. For example, download a design lock from a my_lib library: open a my_lib library in the Workspace panel and double-click on an entity called lock select Simulate - Start Simulation... from Menubar, and then similarly as stated above,
select the library and the essence you want to simulate to write vsim my_lib.lock in ModelSim tip (or start the simulator with this command from the command line) In this tutorial we will basically write commands in the transcript panel as they will be recorded in the transcript file. Once the simulation is complete, we can
use the transcript file to create a macro file that can be reused in subsequent simulations. my_lib You can also provide command line arguments, but we won't need them in this tutorial. However, the latest versions of Modelsim sometimes optimize too greedily, and you won't necessarily see all the signals. In these
cases, simply turn off the optimization: vsim-novopt my_lib.lock 3.2 Simulation preparation after uploading the design to the simulator, but before you can start modeling, you need to adjust the modeling/debugging environment for the design. That's You need to open the debugging windows you think are important and
choose signals and variables etc. you want to trace on these debugging windows. A good choice at the beginning for debugging windows include a wave, a source, locals (variables) and objects of objects Panel. They can be opened from the retractable View menu or from the Wave command line - See the wave forms of
Objects - See the signals and their values Source - Track the code line by line Locals - See the variables and their values VSIM'gt; Browse the objects of THESIM'gt; view the localsVSIM'gt; view the sourceVSIM'gt; view the undion wave and separate the wave as a separate window (undock) Next you need to report the
signals you want to send in the window. If you have a lot of signals, it may be a good idea to select only those signals that interest you, but in this case we will track them all: VSIM'gt; add a wave and show all the signals that are in the object panel in the wave window you can also add signals to the wave window: Select
signals in the object panel (Shift-Left Mouse) and drag'n'drop wave selection panel. Click the right button in the object bar and select Add to the Wave. Add to wave dialogue can also be found from the menu bar (Add). There is also one variable (count_v) that we will be tracking on the wave window: VSIM'gt; add wave
/sttran/count_v Now everything should look like below: ModelSim Main window showing workspace, Objects (signals), Locals (variables) and Stack Panel Source. This design has two processes (sttran and streg) shown in the Workspace panel. A local residents panel shows the variables (count_v) in the process are
being selected in the Workspace panel (sttran). Wave window. The values shown for signals and variables are still unifilized. It is very useful to maintain the current configuration of the wave window signal by selecting File- There is one more thing to do before we can start modeling: we need to generate input incentives
for design. In our design there are three inputs: asynchronous, active low reset (rst_n), system clock (clk) and bus with keyboard (keys_in). We will generate the following input incentives to run the simulation: system clock (50 MHz and 50/50 ratio), reset (active for 45 ns) and input bus installed at 0 (0000). VSIM power-
deposit /rst_n 0 0, 1 45 nsVSIM'gt; power-deposit /clk 1 0, 0 10 ns - repeat 20VSIM'gt; force-deposit /keys_in 0000 0 Last line is easiest to understand from these three lines, it simply sets the value of the bus keys_in to 0000 on 0 ns. The first line is a little more complicated, but it generates a reset signal that is 0 in time
0 ns and goes high at 45 ns. The second line generates a system clock. First, the clock is set at a height of 0 ns (1 0), and 10 ns later they go low (0 10 ns). This is the first half of the hour cycle. In the second half of the hour cycle, the clocks remain low until they are changed again. Because the team is repeated/started
every 20 ns 20), this team eventually generates an hourly signal that is high for the first half of the hour cycle and low for the second half and has a period of 20 ns. Note: The default time unit (Resolution) is defined in modelsim.ini and is ns. We could have Omit the units of time as a whole and write the first two
commands as follows (-repeat can also be written as -r): VSIM'gt; power-deposit /rst_n 0, 1 45VSIM'gt; power-deposit /clk 1 0, 0 10 -r 20 Now we are ready to do the first simulation of our design. Note: In the real world, the hour-long signal is easier to assign to the test bench rather than manually. However, in some
cases these commands come in handy. 3.3 You run the simulation All the inputs have been installed with the original values and everything is ready for simulation. To start modeling, click The Run button. The launch button can be found from both the ModelSim Main window and the menu bar (Simulate - Run - run
100ns). Start the button in the ModelSim Main/Wave Window toolbar. As always, you can also write the same command in ModelSim a hint: VSIM'gt; start now run modeling within a few hundred nanoseconds. You should see how each signal takes when you run its initial values set at the previous stage, and how the
reset is deactivated after a few hour cycles. Next, we'll try to enter the correct PIN (4169) to see how the design reacts with this. Some projects produce a huge amount of ugly-looking warnings on 0 ns, such as a warning: There is a U X's 'Kew' - ' in the arithmetic opera, the result will be 'X'. They are due to the functions
of converting numbers whose inputs are not real numbers, such as the vague 'U', and they make it difficult to place more important warnings. You can get rid of them by starting a simulation like this: vsim mylib.lock set StdArithNoWarnings 1 run 0 n ns set StdArithNoWarnings 0 run 100 Note that they warnings included
again. You can also edit modelsim.ini to disable these alerts constantly, but usually we want to see them when they occur after 0 ns. 3.3.1 Inbound generation To simulate key presses, we have to change the input keys_in on each hour cycle: VSIM'gt; force-deposit /keys_in 2'0100 and install the bus keys_in to 4 ...
VSIM'gt; run 20 ... and run for a single hour cycleVSIM'gt; strength-deposit /keys_in 2'0001 and 1VSIM'gt; run 20VSIM'gt; power-deposit /keys_in 2'0110 6VSIM'gt; Run 20VSIM'gt; power-deposit /keys_in 2'1001 - 9VSIM'gt; run 20 and lock_out must be active nowVSIM'gt; power-deposit /keys_in 20,000 0 (to clean the
bus) VSIM'gt; run 100 inputs as shown above, of course, tedious work. First, you have to write a power-deposit... for each cycle, then run the simulation forward one hour cycle. Second, you need to enter inputs in a binary format. It's possible with a few bits, but not very practical with 32 bits or more. There is, of course,
and a faster way to write the above commands: VSIM power-deposit /keys_in 10'4, 10'1 20, 10'6 40, 10'9 60, 10'0 80VSIM'gt; run 200 The above line simply says: change the keys_in bus to desimal value 4 (10'4) starting time now. Then, 20 ns later, change the input to 1 (10-1 20), 40 ns later on to 6 (10-6 40), 60 ns
qlt;/time-gt; 9 (10 x 9 60) and finally 80 ns later back to 0 (10'0 80). In addition, everything is done in one line, it also shows how input can be entered in a decimal format. Other possible radius that can be used are Binary (2), Octal (8) and Sixty-Year-Old (16). For clarity, it is also also good to change the radix for some of
the signals shown in the wave-shaped window. For example, if you have wide buses in your design, it will be easier to check the values in these buses if the data is displayed, for example, in a hexademe format rather than in a binary format. Changing the radius for the signal can be done by right-clicking the signal in the
wave window and selecting the Radix, and then the correct radix from the dialog window. In this case, the correct radix is not signed. Waves of unsigned /lock/keys_in Now the Waveform window should look like the below: Results for the first simulation run. The Radix for keys_in bus was changed to unsigned. The
design seems to be working as it should, but so far we've only tested one input sequence. Now we'll try a few other input sequences to see how design deals with them. First, we'll try a random input sequence that also contains the correct sequence built into the random sequence (25416918): VSIM'gt; force-deposit
/keys_in 10'2, 10'5 20, 10'4 40, 10-1 60, 10-6 80, 10-9 100, 10-1 120, 10-8 140, 10-0 160 VSIM'gt; run 300 As you can see, the code is accepted and the door is unlocked if there is a long enough random input sequence containing the correct code. If it's an unsyable lock function, you'll have to rebuild the system. Next,
we'll try partially correct code (4119) as an input sequence: VSIM'gt; force-deposit/keys_in 10'4, 10'1 20, 10'9 60, 10'0 80VSIM'gt; run 200 Re-entry sequence was accepted, even if it's the obvious wrong code. To find out what went wrong, we're going to have to fine-tune our design. 3.3.2 Create a macro file (.do) But
before we start debugging the code, we'll create a macro file from what we've done so far. Macro (do) files that contain ModelSim and sometimes Tcl commands to control the simulator and simulation. Macro files are useful files that can help you reduce repetitive work like setting up a simulator (open debugging
windows) or modeling (initialize signals) and so on. You can even use them to run the entire simulation with one command. Once you've completed the simulation, create a macrofight from the commands you've used, and then you can run the same simulation just by calling the macrofave. This is very useful since you
always change your design and you have to imitate it again with the same data as before. As mentioned earlier, all the commands you wrote in ModelSim tip (and some of those that were selected through the menu/toolbar buttons) were recorded in the transcript of the file. We will, however, change the file a bit before we
use it. You can made, for example, typos when writing some commands and there are also some comments written by ModelSim that will be deleted. So, use your favorite text editor and edit a file called a transcript: delete comments from the file to add a line to remove the wave before the strings add a wave to correct
typos (if any) to remove the last running command to rename your new macro file, such as lock.do (or it will be rewritten by a new transcript file). Your new macrof file should look like an example of lock.do. The string remove the wave above, because otherwise the signals in your design will be added to the Waveform
window again every time the simulation restarts. You can also split the macro file into two parts - startup.do and lock.do - and put everything you can do in the first file when you run the simulator (opening the windows and adding signals/variables in the Waveform window), and in the second everything else. Then
uncomment line; Startup - startup.do in the file modelsim.ini and go out and restart the simulator. Now whenever the simulator is called in this directory it will perform startup.do file and execute commands there. Now you can run the entire simulation that we've done so far by simply calling your macro file: VSIM'gt; restart
-fVSIM'gt; do lock.do And since we removed the last start command after a defective input sequence, the simulation is now set up to fix the bug. While the error in this design can be easily found simply by reading the code, we'll see what ModelSim methods involve debugging the design. These methods include: studying
and setting the values of signals and variables, setting break points and executing a line of code by line, setting checkpoints to restore the state of modeling, and so on. Note that before the bug can be debugged, it must be detected and repeated. In general, it is necessary to automate both the generation of stimuli and
the verification of the reaction. 3.4.1 Studying the signals in the wave window First we'll see how the values of signals and variables can be considered during modeling. The signals can be draged and dropped and copied/cut-paste to get them organized properly. For example, an hour-long signal is usually copied several
times. Note that ordering and correct radix have a significant impact on readability and therefore debuggability. It is recommended that the activity of the signals flows from the top to the right. You can group the signals according to their purpose by adding the section texts to the signal list. Select the signal, then press the
right mouse button or select from the Menu Insert divider. Dividers help you work with a lot of signals. Note that there are four different scaling options: in, out, (shows the entire run in one view), and on an active cursor. The latter holds an active cursor in the middle of the window, which is convenient. When you choose a
signal from a wave window, you are looking for (drop and lift) edges using these buttons. Buttons. The signal can be forced to a new value for debugging purposes using the right mouse button. You can also look for a certain value. This is especially suitable for multi-bit signals. Choose from the Edit menu - search for a
signal - search for signal value.... The first letter denotes radix: B'binary, X'hexadecimal, and the value is given inside quotes, for example X3 3.4.2 Study and installation of signals and variables with commands You can always put signals and variables on the Waveform window, but for any larger design will be favorably
more than enough data that will be shown at one time. The study team can be used to study the values of both signals and variables in the code: VSIM'gt; to study curr_state_r initVSIM'gt; to study /lock/sttran/count_v 3 Note that the signal curr_state_r is indicated in the current context (sim:/lock), but the variable count_v
is not (this is defined in the sim:/lock/sttran) context. Therefore, curr_state_r do not need a path, count_v it needs to be learned from the path to it. You can also look at past values of objects specifying the point of time, as well as install the radix (since the current context sim:/lock, we can also point the way to count_v in
relation to the current context): VSIM'gt; explore -time 675 sim:/lock/curr_state_r code_2VSIM'gt; explore -binary /sttran/count_v 0000,000,000,0000000000000000000000000 until we learned how to set signals with the team force. However, variables cannot be forced to a new meaning. If you want to change the value of
the variable, you need to use a change of command: VSIM'gt; change sttran/count_v 12 3.4.3 Use breakpoints Breakpoints is useful when you know roughly (function, procedure, process, etc.) where the bug is located or you want to know how a section of the code works. Set the break point at the beginning of an
interesting section of code and start the simulation. When you hit the break point, you can fix the code by walking along the line. Step buttons in the ModelSim Main/Wave Window toolbar. Red shows the Step button and the green Step Over button. The Step command runs the current line of code and moves on to the
next line being executed. Step Over behaves the same way, but doesn't show features and procedures. First, you need to turn on the break points. You can turn the break points on simply by clicking on the line number in the Source window and selecting Enable Breakpoint from the dialog window. The red dot next to the
line number means the break point is on. Note that only lines you can be set with a break point. Compare the state machine chart with the code. Set a break point, for example, on the state of code_2 lock.vhd file and start the simulation. For example, line 64 should be reached by approximately 820 ns. VSIM'gt; bp
lock.vhd 64VSIM изучить значения как входящих keys_in автобус и ожидаемой постоянной third_c: VSIM&gt; изучить -десятичное keys_in 1VSIM&gt; 1VSIM&gt; lock_pkg/third_c 6 Now go one step further: SEE you find out what went wrong and fix the code. The composition of the modified code. Since we created
Makefile for our design at the beginning of this tutorial, you can do this by simply calling to do (from the transcript panel or from the terminal window): VSIM'gt; makeOR$ do Now we have to check the functionality of the modified code. Reboot modeling (reboot -f); ModelSim downloads the modified code automatically
when it restarts. You can disable the break points if you want (disable) and then perform the macro (not lock.do). VSIM'gt; reboot -fVSIM'gt; disablebpVSIM'gt; make lock.doVSIM'gt; run 200 as expected, now the design is working properly with this input sequence too. 3.4.4 Time Measuring In a Wave View, Select from
the best Menu Add- 'gt; Cursor. Now you'll see 2 vertical lines ( cursors). You can easily drag them and see the time interval between the bottom. This is very convenient when you need to measure the time of execution (or signal frequency). Simply divide the time with the length of the hour period to get the number of
hourly cycles. 3.4.5 Using self-checking testbech As a final step, compile an automated testbech tb_lock.vhd and execute it: $ vcom vhd/tb_lock.vhd $vsim tb_lock and VSIM'gt; run 10ms you'll see error messages if you imitate the original lock.vhd while the corrected versions are all tested. Note that testbech stops
modeling when tb itself is finished, and the easiest way is to issue a waiver approval on purpose. So you can ignore that failure. Create a bug to lock specifically, overwork it and see if the bench test detects an error. Repeat this several times. This is stated in our ModelSim tutorial. This was just a brief introduction on how



to start using ModelSim, but there's still a lot more to learn about. The break point can also indicate the commands that must be executed when hitting the break point. Check the ModelSim Command link to see all the commands, their settings, and the limitations. There are also features that were not covered in this
document. These include functions to measure code coverage (regardless of whether a statement/branch/condition has been executed, etc.), a profiler (to determine the use of a processor/memory during modeling) and so on. The first type of statistics can be very useful, for example, to measure the benefits of the test
bench, and the second can be used to improve start time Memory. To learn about these and other features, read ModelSim's guide. This is a summary of the main ModelSim commands used in this tutorial. Designing a library to create and develop a compilation of teams. It can be caused in a shell or in a transcript
window. vlib - Create a new design design vmap - Identify the display between the logical name of the library and the vdir way catalog - List the contents of the vdel design library - Remove the design unit from the specified vmake library - Create Makefile for the specified vcom design library - Compile the source code of
the VHDL in the specified design library vsim - Invoke VSIM simulator verror i - Printed warning information / error messages Add Wave - Add Objects in Force Window Wave - Force Incentive to Change VHDL Signals - Changing the value of the VHDL variable, permanent or general launch - Running a simulation reboot
- Rebooting and reboot modeling, option-f overrrides needed to confirm do - Perform macro (do) file debugging commands. Explore - Explore the value of the signal or variable bp - Set a break break point disablebp - Disable the break point enablebp - Turn on the break point checkpoint - Save the recovery of the
simulator state - Restore the saved state of the simulator modelsim tutorial vhdl pdf. modelsim altera tutorial vhdl. modelsim vhdl simulation tutorial. vhdl testbench tutorial modelsim
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